
Tina and Michael O’Connor have transformed a traditional-style 
bungalow, at the foot of a mountain, into a contemporary family 
home which makes the most of its dramatic surroundings

a new view

Details Contemporary remodel and extension, Co. Wicklow, Ireland, Mar 2008 – Aug 2009 
Project Cost £600,000 (£975/m2)  Designer SADA Architecture

Words: Debbie Jeffery  Photography: Kevin McFeely

A series of cubes
Prior to being extended and remodelled, this now 
contemporary-style home was a dormer bungalow. The 
pitched roof has been swapped for a series of flat-roofed 
cube-like structures, clad in white-painted render, slate 
and iroko — helping to visually break up the volume of 
the building and enabling it to blend in with the rocky 
surroundings. Glazing has been carefully positioned so as to 
make the most of the magnificent mountain views
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Connecting spaces
Expansive sliding doors 
added to the corner of 
the dining room (1) offer 
diners dramatic views over 
a natural rockery (complete 
with a water feature 
designed to run down 
the rocks) and Sugarloaf 
Mountain. The doors can be 
pushed back, opening the 
interior to the large terrace, 
which has been paved in a 
similar flooring to that of the 
dining room. A large wall 
panel – to the left of the 
fireplace – can also be slid 
back to connect this room 
with the living room (2)

A more sociable home
The living spaces of the 
former bungalow felt 
disconnected from one 
another — the revised and 
extended floorplan now 
includes more sociable 
spaces such as the open 
plan family/kitchen/
breakfast room (3). The 
white handleless kitchen 
units, from SieMatic, are 
topped with dark slate 
worktops, reflecting the 
colour and texture of the 
house’s exterior. Completing 
this seamless look is 
the induction hob with 
retractable extractor, which 
rises up from the worktop

TINA & MICHAEL’S
REMODEL & EXTENSION

Construction Blockwork
Size 615m2

Build Time 17 months
Build Route Project manager, 
builder and trades
House Cost £1,500,000
Build Cost £600,000
Value on Completion 
Unknown

M
aking the most of the dramatic, 

natural views is a high priority 

when your house stands at the foot 

of Sugarloaf Mountain in Ireland’s 

County Wicklow. It was this view 

and the rocky surroundings which inspired the design 

of Tina and Michael O’Connor’s remodelled dormer 

bungalow, and helped to turn the traditional white-

painted property with pitched roof into a series of 

sculptural, contemporary-style cubes.

“We bought the bungalow in 2003 to be closer to 

Dublin for work and schools, and fell in love with the 

location,” explains Tina, a teacher. “But although it was 

large and modern, all of the rooms were spread out and 

cut off from one another. We never used the dining 

room and I would often find myself isolated in the 

kitchen, with everyone else crammed into the lounge at 

the opposite end of the house.”

With five children to consider – Hugh, 23, Shauna, 

19, Nicola, 17, Brendan, 13 and Benjamin, nine – the 

decision was taken in 2008 to build a two storey 

extension which would add space and light, creating a 

more sociable, open plan layout. “Three of the children’s 

rooms were quite small, so we wanted to enlarge 

these, too, and add a new ground floor bedroom,” 

Tina continues. “Michael needed a closed-off, private 

office and I wanted a living area incorporated into the 

kitchen.”

Architect Shane Aherne took this brief and expanded 

upon it to totally transform the house internally and 

externally. His bold ideas wowed the whole family, who 

were determined to splash out and build his vision: a 
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A unique façade
The mix of rich iroko – 
stained with a protective 
coat – and slate cladding 
sites this large home within 
the natural surroundings. 
The fi rst fl oor master 
bedroom cantilevers 
out over the living room 
(RIGHT), creating space for a 
sheltered balcony 

low head height – but Shane proposed cutting out a 

section of the ceiling to create a triple-height stairwell — 

opening up the lower ground fl oor to the house above. 

This created enough usable space within the existing 

footprint for a chill-out area/home cinema room, wine 

cellar and laundry room.

Planning permission was granted on the proviso that 

existing supporting walls were retained. “The planners 

seemed delighted with the design, which blends into 

the surrounding scenery and is far more insulated 

and energy effi cient than the old house,” says Tina. 

The radical makeover also incorporates a number of 

eco-friendly features, such as an air-source heat pump 

connected to the underfl oor heating.

The family decamped to a rental property nearby 

and watched as their former home was stripped back to 

virtually nothing — an experience which Tina admits 

was particularly worrying. “Only a handful of block 

walls were left standing, 

and we did wonder if 

we’d done the right 

thing,” she recalls. “At 

one stage we had to 

take down a supporting 

wall to get a structural 

steel into the house, �

series of cubes, clad externally in iroko timber, render 

and stone. “Bay windows in the original bungalow 

broke up the view,” Shane explains, “so it was important 

that the new, larger sections of glazing would allow an 

uninterrupted panorama.”

Various new additions were proposed, including 

a cantilevered section to enlarge the fi rst fl oor, and a 

2m extension to the sitting room. The existing cellar 

had only previously been used for storage – due to its 

”

   It would 
have been easier 
to knock down 
the old houseBefore

Before



and within the hour someone from the council had 

arrived. We explained that the wall would be rebuilt 

exactly, but to be honest it would have been easier to 

knock down the old house and start again.

“I would visit the site every day and our eldest son, 

Hugh, worked with the builder over the summer 

holidays. There were a few delays, and we ended up 

having two different project managers. It was such a 

unique project, and without our architect overseeing 

everything I don’t know what we would have done. We 

had a great relationship with him.”

Fitting the oversized windows – which now create 

an immediate connection with the surroundings – 

resulted in some particularly tense moments during 

the 17-month project. Glass has also been used for 

balconies, balustrades and internal features — including 

a window between the master bedroom and en suite 

bathroom which allows views through to the balcony 

and mountain beyond, but can be turned opaque at the 

fl ick of a switch when privacy is required.

“In some ways our home has ruined other houses for 

me, because now I notice every detail — particularly 

when windows cut a view rather than frame it,” says 

Tina. “We just love the clean lines of the house and the 

way the space has been designed to fl ow so well. It’s far 

more exciting than the type of traditional extension we 

fi rst considered, but despite everything it’s still a real 

family home.” 

The Materials 
Natural materials have been used with great imagination 

both internally and externally — rendering the 

O’Connors’ home unrecognisable from the original 

building. Cladding materials were chosen to blend in 

with the natural surroundings, with the main section of 

the house clad in golden brown iroko — a hardwood 

which is often used as a substitute for teak. This 

was attached to the walls using cross-battens over a 

breathable membrane, and has been fi nished with three 

coats of protective stain.

“Iroko is recommended as one of the most durable 
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Making the most of the views
The interiors now have a strong connection with the 

exterior — such as the kitchen/breakfast room, which 
opens up to a Japanese-inspired courtyard (6). An internal 
laminated glass window (4) has been introduced between 

the master bedroom and en suite, allowing views over 
Sugarloaf Mountain to be enjoyed. Liquid-crystal fi lm turns 
the glass opaque (5) for instant privacy. The free-standing 

Aveo bath is from Villeroy & Boch, while the couple 
originally admired their copper-coloured ceramic wall and 

fl oor tiles in a hotel in Portugal and sourced them from the 

USEFUL CONTACTS: Architect SADA Architecture: 01727 
860810 sada.ie Stone panel cladding Cupa Natural Materials: 
0131 225 3111 Aveo bath and sanitaryware Villeroy & 
Boch: villeroy-boch.com Priva-Lite glass panel Saint-Gobain: 
quantumglass.com Kitchen SieMatic: siematic.co.uk
Air-source heat pump Dimplex: 0845 600 5111 
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hardwoods,” explains architect Shane Aherne. “The 

joinery of the doors and windows has all been 

completed in iroko, which means that the frames and 

cladding will weather uniformly, and there’s iroko 

flooring and joinery – including the wall panels and 

the Italian staircase – inside.”

The existing house was originally rendered 

externally, and it seemed fitting that the section 

containing this original structure should be finished 

in white-painted render as a nod to its origin. In 

contrast, slate was chosen to clad the single storey 

office extension, and was purchased as prefabricated 

panels — which proved less expensive than laying 

individual stones and was fixed directly to the 

blockwork using adhesive, without the need for 

additional support. The natural slate is mounted 

on a cement base and reinforced with a lightweight 

frame, ensuring no wastage. This section of the 

house echoes the rocky outcrops which feature in the 

garden. 

“The study stands where the old dining room 

had been and is one of my favourite spaces,” Shane 

continues. “The rough marble floor tiles move 

seamlessly out into the internal Japanese courtyard, 

which was formed between this room and the 

kitchen, and when the sliding glass door is open it 

feels like one large space.” 
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The living area was extended by 2m on the ground floor and the first floor now cantilevers 
out to create additional space upstairs. The former dining room has become an office and the 
kitchen has an open plan breakfast area, providing space for the entire family. The basement 
was previously used for storage but now contains a cinema room, a laundry/utility and wine 
store.
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Natural additions 
The couple saw their slate cladding panels used on holiday in 

Portugal and subsequently sourced the material from Cupa 
Natural Materials. It forms a particular contrast with the white 

render, which denotes the position of the original structure  


